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By La Plante, Lynda

Condition: New. Publisher/Verlag: Bonnier Zaffre UK | A Jane Tennison Thriller | From the creator of
the award-winning ITV series PRIME SUSPECT, this is JANE TENNISON&apos;S story, from rookie
police officer to fully-fledged detective. | BEFORE PRIME SUSPECT THERE WAS TENNISON . Every
legend has a beginning . . . During 1974 and 1975 the IRA subjected London to a terrifying bombing
campaign. In one day alone, they planted seven bombs at locations across central London. Some
were defused - some were not.Jane Tennison is now a fully-fledged detective. On the way to court
one morning, Jane passes through Covent Garden Underground station and is caught up in a bomb
blast that leaves several people dead, and many horribly injured. Jane is a key witness, but is
adamant that she can&apos;t identify the bomber. When a photograph appears in the newspapers,
showing Jane assisting the injured at the scene, it puts her and her family at risk from IRA
retaliation.&apos;Good Friday&apos; is the eagerly awaited date of the annual formal CID dinner,
due to take place at St Ermin&apos;s Hotel. Hundreds of detectives and their wives will be there.
It&apos;s the perfect target. As Jane arrives for the evening, she...
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ReviewsReviews

A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything using this written e ebook. Its been
designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the
way i believe.
-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.-- Cathrine Larkin Sr.

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet again once again down the road. I am
just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Mark Bernier-- Mark Bernier
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